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 Summary 

 Professional background and experience 

 

1.1 My name is Jason Clemons and I am a Director and Head of Heritage & Townscape at Savills (UK) Ltd. 

 

1.2 I hold a first degree (Bachelor of Arts) in Planning Studies and a postgraduate degree (Master of Arts) 

in Urban Design from the Oxford Polytechnic, and a postgraduate degree (Master of Science) in Historic 

Building Conservation from Oxford Brookes University. I have over twenty-five years of professional 

experience in the field of planning and conservation gained in the public and private sectors, and have 

appeared as an expert witness at a number of public inquiries. I have spoken at various conferences, 

including talks for the Historic Towns Forum and the RTPI London Branch/New London Architecture. 

 

1.3 Before joining Savills (UK) Ltd, I previously headed the built heritage teams at WYG and RPS CgMs, 

and was a Director at D&M Planning Ltd and a Partner at The D&M Planning Partnership. I have advised 

clients on a wide range of planning and heritage matters including the preparation and submission of 

planning and Listed Building Consent applications for a range of heritage assets. 

 

1.4 Prior to working in the private sector, I worked in local government as Planning Policy Officer at Maldon 

District Council, Conservation Officer for East Hampshire District Council and Area Planning Officer for 

Waverley Borough Council. In those roles, I held responsibility for advising on development proposals 

affecting heritage assets, contributing to local planning policy and design guidance and processing 

planning, Listed Building Consent and Conservation Area Consent applications. 

 

1.5 I have been a full Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute since May 1994 and a founding and full  

Member of the Institute of Historic Building Conservation since 1997, having formerly been an active 

member of the Association of Conservation Officers.  

 

1.6 The evidence which I have prepared and provide for this appeal in this proof of evidence is true and I 

confirm that the views expressed are my true and professional opinions. 
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 Scope of evidence 

2.1 The Council’s Reasons for Refusal, No.3 relates to heritage matters, and identifies the appeal 

proposal as causing less than substantial harm to the Lymington Conservation Area and the three early 

to mid 19th Century Listed Buildings at Highfield (nos. 1 – 6), and that this harm is not outweighed by 

any public benefits that might accrue from the development. My proof of evidence assesses the 

contribution that the appeal makes to these identified designated heritage assets, and in accordance 

with the NPPF and Historic England guidance, assesses whether the appeal proposal will have any 

impact on this significance. 

 

Significance of heritage assets and heritage impact assessment 

 Listed buildings in Highfield 

3.1 These Grade II listed buildings at Highfield derive their significance primarily from their fabric and 

appearance, however their location on the approach northwards and entrance point to the historic town 

form is still appreciable, although significantly eroded by the post war expansion of the town. Stanford 

Hill and the green landscaping to the south of Highfield (including the open space to the immediate 

south) largely contains the setting to these buildings, but the contribution that the setting makes to their 

significance varies considerably, with it being greatest in close proximity, with the modern housing out 

of site to the approaching viewer. 

  

3.2 The setting and views of the listed buildings at Highfield only become appreciable in the southerly 

approach when one reaches the road side in front of the appeal site. As such, the development of the 

appeal site is not seen in the context of views of the listed buildings from the south. The former open 

landscape south of Highfield has been largely eroded through the 20th century development and 

urbanisation of the landscape between Lymington and the formerly detached settlement at Pennington. 

The open views southwards from the listed buildings have therefore been largely changed. The 

contribution made to the significance of the listed buildings by the open undeveloped area to the south 

of Highfield is now limited to the relatively small area of open space west of Stanford Hill, the land to 

the east now developed. As such, whilst the proposed development will result in a visual change when 

seen from Highfield (limited and glimpsed in part due to the intervening green landscaping and Stanford 
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Hill), it would not alter the affect the contribution that the setting makes to the significance of the listed 

buildings. 

 

3.3 The proposed building, like those presently existing, will be set back from the site frontage with Stanford 

Hill, partly screened by vegetation at the front of the site. The western part of the site will be used to 

accommodate access and vehicular parking, in a similar way to the present detached residences. In 

reinforcing the landscaping along the western boundary of the site and setting the built development 

back from Stanford Hill, the development avoids the potential effect of creating a dominant scale of built 

form. 

 

3.4 The appeal proposal will result in no harm to the setting and significance of these listed buildings.  

 

Lymington Conservation Area 

3.5 The Lymington Conservation Area is based upon the medieval and post-medieval to 19th Century core 

of the town, for which it is characterised by and derives its significance. The appeal site itself is not 

located within the Lymington Conservation Area but lies within its setting. The appeal site comprises a 

built form and layout which is derived from 20th Century development, which is distinct from the 

character and appearance of the majority of the conservation area.  

 

3.6 Views into and out of the conservation area would be altered to a minor degree, but they would not 

affect the significance of the conservation area. Development of the site will result in a visual change 

and change to the character to the land within the site itself, which lies outside the conservation area. 

However, this will not adversely impact the character of the conservation area.  

 

3.7 It is not considered that the proposed development would result in any adverse impact to the 

significance of the conservation area.  

 

3.8 In summary, whilst the appeal site lies within the setting of the identified heritage assets it makes no 

material contribution towards their significance.  Furthermore, no harm will be caused to the significance 

of the heritage assets by the appeal proposal as claimed by the LPA.  
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3.9 As the proposal will cause no harm to the significance of any identified designated heritage assets, in 

so far as heritage matters are concerned, paragraph 11 of the NPPF and the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development are engaged, meaning that the appeal should be allowed and planning 

permission granted.  

3.10 In the event that the Inspector considers that the scheme will cause a degree of harm to designated 

heritage assets, it is very difficult to see how this level of harm can be anything greater than very minor, 

at the bottom end of the less-than-substantial spectrum of harm. In which case, paragraph 196 of the 

NPPF is engaged and the level of harm will need to be weighed against the public benefits of the 

scheme (as set out in the Planning Appeal Statement). On the basis of the considerable public benefits 

that will result from the proposal, the harm is very likely to be outweighed by these benefits, and 

therefore the presumption in favour of this sustainable form of development is re-engaged.1 

.  

  
 

                                                        
1 Forest of Dean DC v SofS [2016] EWHC 421 (Admin) 
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1.0   Introduction 

1.1 My name is Jason Clemons and I am a Director and Head of Heritage & Townscape at Savills (UK) Ltd. 

 

1.2 I hold a first degree (Bachelor of Arts) in Planning Studies and a postgraduate degree (Master of Arts) 

in Urban Design from the Oxford Polytechnic, and a postgraduate degree (Master of Science) in Historic 

Building Conservation from Oxford Brookes University. I have over twenty-five years of professional 

experience in the field of planning and conservation gained in the public and private sectors, and have 

appeared as an expert witness at a number of public inquiries. I have spoken at various conferences, 

including talks for the Historic Towns Forum and the RTPI London Branch/New London Architecture. 

 

1.3 Before joining Savills (UK) Ltd, I previously headed the built heritage teams at WYG and RPS CgMs, 

and was a Director at D&M Planning Ltd and a Partner at The D&M Planning Partnership. I have advised 

clients on a wide range of planning and heritage matters including the preparation and submission of 

planning and Listed Building Consent applications for a range of heritage assets. 

 

1.4 Prior to working in the private sector, I worked in local government as Planning Policy Officer at Maldon 

District Council, Conservation Officer for East Hampshire District Council and Area Planning Officer for 

Waverley Borough Council. In those roles, I held responsibility for advising on development proposals 

affecting heritage assets, contributing to local planning policy and design guidance and processing 

planning, Listed Building Consent and Conservation Area Consent applications. 

 

1.5 I have been a full Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute since May 1994 and a founding and full  

Member of the Institute of Historic Building Conservation since 1997, having formerly been an active 

member of the Association of Conservation Officers.  

 

1.6 The evidence which I have prepared and provide for this appeal in this proof of evidence is true and I 

confirm that the views expressed are my true and professional opinions. 
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2.0     Background and Scope of Evidence 

2.1 This proof of evidence has been prepared on behalf of the appellant, Renaissance Retirement 

Ltd, in relation to a planning application seeking permission for the demolition of the existing dwellings 

on the site, namely The Rise, High Bank, Silver Birches and Granneys, and the erection of a new 

building to form 44 sheltered apartments for the elderly, including communal facilities, access, car 

parking and landscaping. 

  

2.2 The application for this appeal was validated by New Forest District Council on 5 May 2020. The 

planning application was considered by the Council’s Planning Committee on 14 October 2020, which 

resolved to refuse planning permission for six principal reasons. Reason no.3 relates to heritage matters 

as follows:  

 

“By virtue of its scale, mass, position and height in a key location near to and impacting on the setting of 

Designated Heritage Assets, the proposed development fails to satisfy the statutory tests as set out in the Listed 

Buildings and Conservation Areas Act 1990 as set out in Section 66 and 72. The proposal does not preserve 

or enhance the setting of the Lymington Conservation Area or the Listed Buildings at Highfield causing less 

than substantial harm which is not offset by any public benefits that might accrue from the development. The 

proposal is considered to be contrary to New Forest Local Plan (2016-2036) Policy ENV3, New Forest Local 

Plan Part 2 Policy (2014) DM1, the Lymington Local Distinctiveness SPD, and with government advice as set 

out in the NPPF 2019.” 

 

2.3 The Council’s reason for refusal contains errors and misapplications of law: 

• The statutory ‘tests’ contained at Section 66(1) and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act 1990 are not in fact tests, but duties placed upon the decision maker. 

In respect to Section 66(1) the decision maker shall have special regard to the desirability of 

preserving the listed building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic 

interest which it possesses. In respect to Section 72, special attention shall be paid to the 

desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that conservation area. 
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• The courts have determined that through the application of the relevant policies in the NPPF 

(paras.189 to 196), these duties are met.1 As such, the proposal does not ‘fail to satisfy’ the 

statutory tests. 

• The NPPF 2019 is not government advice, it is national planning policy which is a material 

planning consideration in the determination of this appeal. The NPPF can trump relevant 

development plan policies when the development plan is not up to date or where the policies 

are inconsistent with the NPPF.2 

 

2.4 The Officers’ report (CD.3.1) that recommended refusal of planning permission refers solely to the views 

of the Council’s Conservation and Building Design Officer and does not include any assessment of the 

significance of the relevant heritage assets and how this will be affected by the proposal. This section 

of the report cites the statutory duties of Section 66 and 72 but fails to explain how these duties are met 

through relevant case law: it fails to advise that application of the relevant NPPF policies mean that 

these duties are fulfilled. Furthermore, it fails to pay any regard to the requirements of the NPPF, 

particularly in respect to identifying the significance of the heritage assets that have the potential to be 

affected by the proposal or assess how the proposal will impact upon that significance. In not 

undertaking this exercise, the Officers were not in a position to assess what level of harm would result 

to the significance of the heritage assets and thereby unable to undertake the paragraph 195 or 196 

assessments. The report includes no reference to the term “significance”. The Council’s assessment of 

the proposals upon the historic environment is therefore fundamentally flawed. 

 

2.5 The appeal application was accompanied by a Heritage Statement (April 2020)(CD.1.35) and during 

the course of determination a Heritage Note (CD.2.9) was submitted by Savills Heritage to respond to 

representations made (received 15 June 2020).  

 

2.6 The scope of the evidence contained within this proof is to explore and test the Council’s reason for 

refusal in respect to heritage matters, having regard to relevant national and local planning policy, and 

recommended approaches to assessing the significance of heritage assets and the impact of 

development upon them, as set out in guidance by Historic England.  

                                                        
1 Jones v Mordue (Court of Appeal)[2015] EWCA Civ 1243 
2 NPPF 2019, para.11, 14 and Annex 1 
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3.0       Appeal Site and Surroundings 

3.1 The appeal site comprises four existing plots containing detached residential dwellings and associated 

landscaping, totalling c.0.64 ha. The four existing properties (from north to south: The Rise, High Bank, 

Silver Birches and Granneys) were constructed in the mid-20th Century. The site fronts Stanford Hill to 

its west and is adjacent to Bucklers Court and Bucklers Mews, built in the 1990s to provide retirement 

accommodation, which are to the north. The existing buildings comprise rear gardens which abut 

residences along Belmore Road, to the east. 

 

3.2 The site rises from south to north as Stanford Hill climbs gradually northwards. The elevation of the site 

ranges from c.17m aOD at the north to c.13m aOD at the south. 

 

3.3 The northern edge of the site abuts the south-western boundary of the Lymington Conservation Area 

which includes Bucklers Court and Bucklers Mews to the immediate north of the site. The conservation 

area extends to the west of the A377 Stanford Hill at the eastern end of Priestlands Place to incorporate 

the buildings to the north of Highfield. The conservation area comprises the early medieval site of the 

town, based along High Street, between the Church of St Thomas the Apostle (Grade II* Listed NHLE 

number 1217370) and Lymington Quay to the east, and also comprises the area of later and post-

medieval expansion westwards from High Street, along St Thomas’s Street and Priestlands Place, to 

include the 18th and 19th Century developments along Southampton Road and at Highfield. Many of 

the historic structures in the conservation area are statutory listed buildings, which are designated 

heritage assets in their own right.  

 

3.4 Six of the residences which front the northern side of Highfield, to the immediate west of Stanford Hill, 

are Grade II Listed as three separate listings (three pairs of houses: Nos 1 and 2 (NHLE number 

1275888, Hill House and Kedros House respectively, called Hill House in the listing); Nos 3 and 4 (NHLE 

number 1234911, No. 4 called Down House, and both called Down House in the listing); and Nos 5 and 

6 (NHLE number 1234912, No. 6 called Highfield Ridge, and called 5 Highfield and Highfield Ridge 6 

Highfield in the listing)).  
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3.5 The appeal site itself contains no designated or identified non-designated heritage assets. It is located 

c. 60m south-west of an identified Area of Limited Archaeological Importance, being located outside the 

core of historic development, and experiencing built development only since the 20th Century. 

 

3.6 The Hampshire Historic Environment Record (HER) and Lymington Conservation Area Appraisal 

(CD.4.5) identify several non-designated heritage assets in the wider town. Mapping of the designated 

heritage assets within the vicinity of the appeal site is included at Figure 1 (Appendix 1). 

 

Historical Development of the Appeal Site and its Surroundings 

3.7 The data within the HER provides limited evidence of activity and occupation in the area west of the 

core of Lymington prior to the medieval period, although earlier activity in the coastal area, in relation 

to salt making in known. 

 

3.8 Recorded as Lentune in the Domesday Survey of 1086, occupation of Lymington is identified as existing 

in the late Anglo-Saxon period, although by 1086 it was a small settlement, with only six households 

recorded. The suffix ton or tun, Old English for farm or hamlet, suggests its basis in the Anglo-Saxon 

period, it is first recorded in 689AD, and its location on the Lymington River accessed from the Solent, 

would have been appealing to the early Saxon settlers. 

 

3.9 The settlement grew through the early medieval period, in part as a result of the benefits of its location 

on the riverside and through the use of its port in trade which extended to cross Channel trading. The 

settlement pattern formed westward from the port with the planned expansion and layout of burgage 

plots to the north and south of High Street. This medieval form is still clear today despite later changes, 

amalgamation or division of plots. No remains of the original structures survive, however hints of the 

long and narrow plots of the medieval period provide an indication of the development of the centre of 

Lymington. 

 

3.10 The early growth of Lymington in the medieval period stagnated somewhat in the late medieval period, 

as is typical of the population of England in the late medieval period. A second phase of expansion 

occurred in the post-medieval period, when development along St Thomas’s Street, a continuation of 

the alignment of High Street, progressed to the west of the town.  
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3.11 Dawson’s map of 1832 (Plate 1) provides an indication of the layout of the Borough of Lymington and 

surrounding land at that time. The western extension of the town, reaching the present Southampton 

Road and Stanford Hill is illustrated. This triangle of routes (Southampton Road, Stanford Hill and 

Priestlands Place) comprises structures, with possibly one additional structure of the north-west of the 

triangle. The map would suggest that the buildings along Highfield had yet to be contrasted or were 

possibly very newly constructed but were not established enough to be included on the map. The listing 

descriptions suggest Nos 3-6 including are early 19th Century and Nos 1-2 are mid/late 19th Century in 

origin. The Hampshire HER accords them construction dates of 1800-1835 (Nos 3-6) and 1835-1899 

(Nos 1-2). These suggested dates are in line with the mapping of the period.  

 

 
Plate 1: Extract of Lymington borough plan by Dawson, 1832, indicating the approximate location of 
the Site (green boundary) https://www.antiquemapsandprints.com/lymington-boroughtown-plan-
reform-act-baddesley-hampshire-dawson-1832-map-279019-p.asp 

 

3.12 The western extension of the town progressed through the 19th Century, notably the terraced 

development along Southampton Road, which became the principal route to and from the north. This 

terrace or buildings is recognised today through the designation of the Nos 5-57 Southampton Road as 

Grade II Listed (NHLE number 1274641), and their specific inclusion within the Lymington Conservation 

Area.  

 

3.13 The terrace along Southampton Road is indicated on the Tithe map of 1840, which also records two 

main structures north of Highfield, which accord with Nos 3-6. Each is recorded as a ‘House & Garden’, 

N 
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the buildings were divided into four curtilages as they are today, with additional outbuildings. All were 

owned by Robert Lillington Rice, who occupied the eastern pair. Mr Mitchell and Mrs Glover occupied 

the other pair as two separate residences. The building at Nos 1-2 Highfield is not recorded on the Tithe 

map, suggesting a later date or constriction, which accords with the Listing and Hampshire HER 

records.  

 

3.14 The Ordnance Survey map of 1870 (Plate 2) provides a clear indication of the core of Lymington along 

High Street and at its eastern and western ends, and the terraces along Southampton Road, but also 

illustrates the growth of the town off High Street, including south along Church Lane and Grove Road. 

The Listed buildings at Highfield are indicated at the western extent of the town with plots of land to 

their west and south with no indicated built development. This form echoes that indicated in the Tithe 

map and apportionment of 1840 which records this land as either arable or pasture.  

 

 
Plate 2: Extract of Ordnance Survey map, 1870 (1:10,560) indicating the location of the Site 

 

3.15 By the end of the 19th Century, Lymington had experienced limited growth; its population of 4,100 in 

1851 was mirrored in 1901. As such, the town not expended greatly beyond its High Street focus and 

limited earlier 19th Century expansion along Southampton Road. The Ordnance Survey map of 1898 

indicates the emerging development west of Southampton Road (at Eastern Road, Western Road, 

Middle Road and Southern Road), with some piecemeal development elsewhere having occurred, 

N 
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including the construction of Nos 1-2 Highfield. 

 

 
Plate 3: Extract of Ordnance Survey map, 1898 (1:10,560) indicating the location of the Site 

 

3.16 At the turn of the 20th Century, Avenue Road was being constructed, and by the inter-war period the 

town was showing more evident signs of expanding away from its medieval core. The Ordnance Survey 

map of 1931 is the first to indicate structures within the Site. These were located south of a Malthouse 

and associated outbuildings at the junction of Priestlands Place and Stanford Hill. The two structures 

correlate to the existing Silver Birches and High Bank, with two plots of land (one to their immediate 

north and one to their immediate south) laid out but with no indicated structures. Development between 

Belmore Lane and Stanford Hill was established, along Belmore Road. 

N 
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Plate 4: Extract of Ordnance Survey map, 1931 (1:10,560) indicating the location of the Site 

 

3.17 The post Second World War period saw a relatively large expansion of Lymington. The Ordnance 

Survey mapping of the period (Plate 5) indicates the emerging development west of Southern Road, 

which helped link the town of Lymington with the previously distinct and detached settlement at 

Pennington. This degree of development echoed the earlier pre-war development of the town in the 

east along the riverside. 

N 
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Plate  5: Extract of Ordnance Survey map, 1957-1963 (1:10,560) indicating the location of the Site 

 

3.18 The Ordnance Survey map of 1965 (not reproduced) indicates that The Rise, the building at the north 

of the appeal site, had been built. The land to the west of Stanford Hill, immediately south of Highfield 

remains undeveloped, with the lands associated with Priestlands (later a school), bounding it at the 

south-west. This plot of land, once forming the western extent of the Borough of Lymington (see Plate 

1) was developed in the following years, the Ordnance Survey map of 1973 (Plate 6) indicating built 

infill which reduced the size of this undeveloped plot. 

N 
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Plate 6  Extract of Ordnance Survey map, 1973 (1:10,000) indicating the location of the Site 

 

3.19 Since 1973, Lymington has seen a relative decline in expansion. Piecemeal and infill developments 

have occurred both within the area of the medieval plan and in later 19th and 20th Century developments. 

Bucklers Court and Bucklers Mews, providing residential accommodation, were constructed in 1993-

1994 to the south of the junction of Stanford Hill and Priestlands Place. This development replaced 

three structures: a Malthouse building, a builder’s yard and an early twentieth century house called 

‘Wykeham’. These buildings formed the southern extent of the boundary of the conservation area with 

Stanford Hill. 

 

3.20 A large supermarket was constructed at the junction of Stanford Hill and Southampton Road in the late 

20th Century, and redevelopment at the western end of Priestlands Place occurred in the early 21st 

Century. 

 

3.21 The above historic map progression confirms what is evident when visiting Lymington and touring its 

streets. The medieval settlement, benefitting from the trading available from the Lymington River, its 

access to the Solent and seas beyond, grew in a linear pattern westwards, from the river up the hill. 

N 
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This street became the High Street and the centre of commercial and civic life. The burgage plots and 

buildings of the medieval period became replaced or re-fronted in the later centuries, particularly in 19th 

century. However, the linear form of the settlement is still very evident in the 1870 OS plan where little 

expansion away from this built form had taken place. During the 19th century and into the early 20th 

century the form of expansion was limited in nature and piecemeal.  It is not until the mid 20th century 

that significant new expansion of the settlement takes place, with large, formerly undeveloped or 

sparsely developed land becoming laid to residential streets. 

 

3.22 At the time that the listed buildings in Highfield were built, they marked the western extent of the town, 

and on their elevated position had the benefit of long distant views across the countryside towards The 

Solent. This line of houses would have presented an impressive sight, marking one’s arrival at the town, 

when approaching uphill from the south. Given their high architectural quality it is likely that their builders 

and occupiers were more concerned with making a visual statement of arrival rather than being sited 

for the view.  

 

3.23 The ability to appreciate the quality of the buildings’ architecture remains today, and as a group they 

make a visual statement marking the arrival to the historic part of the town. However, the context to the 

south and west has fundamentally changed, with open countryside replaced by post war urban 

development. The aspect south from this row of listed buildings is now one of almost continual, blanket 

20th century housing, merging Lymington with Pennington and Woodside to the south. 
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4.0  Heritage Assets - Description and Significance 

4.1 The appeal application was accompanied by a Heritage Statement (April 2020)(CD.1.35) which 

assessed the potential impact of the proposals upon all relevant heritage assets. In refusing the appeal 

application the District Council has identified potential harm to the three Listed Buildings at Highfield 

(Nos 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6) and the Lymington Conservation Area. 

Nos 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6 Highfield 

4.2 The three pairs of Grade II Listed structures are located to the immediate north of Highfield and date 

from the early to mid-19th Century. Their heritage significance is derived primarily from their architectural 

interest, although they contain some historic interest, both in terms of the evidential value that they 

inform us of past society and also in respect to the development of the town.  

4.3 The extant fabric, much of which is likely to be original or historic, has potential to provide information 

relating to construction and phasing, and possibly the early use of the interior space, beyond their known 

history of residential use.  

4.4 The buildings, despite experiencing extension and modernisation, retain many of their original features 

which indicate their origins, such as sash windows, stuccoed facades and three storey plus basement, 

which differentiates them from much of the post-medieval and 18th Century built form to the east. Their 

main facades, facing south, would have provided a visual impression on the approach into the town 

from the south-west, and it is clear that these buildings provide a distinct appearance in contrast to most 

of their neighbours, including those within Stanford Hill.  

4.5 Their group value also contributes to their significance. Nos 3-4 and 5-6 are very similar in appearance, 

with Nos 1-2 comprising a primarily brick façade, indicating its slightly later origin. The similarity of scale 

however contributes to their understanding as a group distinct in their surroundings.  

4.6 The setting of each of the structures is considered to be similar across all three. When the buildings 

were originally constructed, they formed the western extent of the town and would have been the first 

buildings seen upon the approach into the town from the west and south-west. There was a clear and 

legible separation between the town of Lymington and the settlement at Pennington, to the south-west. 

Their open aspect to the south would have contributed to their historic setting.  
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4.7 The setting to the south changed considerably during the post war period and beyond. The previously 

undeveloped countryside became developed, primarily with housing. This line of listed buildings no 

longer presented the entrance to the town, but an historic marker as to the extent of the town’s 

development until the rapid post war expansion. The contribution that the original open countryside 

would have made to the setting and significance of these buildings has been lost, in providing the 

contrast between rural and urban, and the aesthetic value that this encompasses. 

4.8 Alongside the greatly reduced open space south of Highfield, the road layout considerably limits the 

ability to see, understand and appreciate the buildings in the wider context. Whilst it is not possible to 

define the extent of setting on a plan or the ground, there is no doubt that the setting of these buildings 

has reduced significantly over time. 

4.9 The views outward from the listed buildings, primarily focused southward, now comprise the 20th and 

21st Century built-form and expanded town along Stanford Hill and at Rowans Park, and as such, differs 

greatly to any views which may have been sought when the buildings were constructed. The green 

landscaping south of Highfield, (in the area labelled as ‘Governor’ on recent mapping and the 

Conservation Area Appraisal mapping and the immediate north-east of the built form at Rowans Park) 

results in glimpsed views of the listed buildings from the south at Stanford Hill, and limited views 

southward from the buildings (Plate 7). The landscaping between Stanford Hill and the development at 

Rowans Park provides a greater contribution to any remaining setting to the south of Highfield than 

does the area to the east of Stanford Hill, which presents a clearly developed area. 
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Plate 7: View southwards towards the Site, from Highfield, immediately south of No. 3 Highfield, 2019 

4.10 The Tithe mapping and apportionment of 1840 (not reproduced) indicates an historic link between the 

listed buildings and the land within the appeal site, being within the same ownership in the mid-19th 

Century. Due to the nature of the listed buildings and the composition of the land today (now comprising 

individual 20th Century residential dwellings which have no links to the buildings at Highfield), this 

connection has been lost. Furthermore, the appeal site is located to the east of Stanford Hill and 

comprises plots of 20th Century development, that are physically and historically separate to the listed 

buildings. In views from the listed buildings southwards, the appeal site simply appears as part of the 

established urban form of Lymington. 

4.11 The appeal site, whilst falling within the setting of these listed buildings, makes a neutral contribution to 

their significance. 

Lymington Conservation Area 

4.12 The Lymington Conservation Area was designated in 1977, being subject to boundary changes in 1988, 
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1992 and 1999. The Lymington Conservation Area Appraisal (CD.4.5) was produced in July 2002 and 

remains useful in explaining the historic background, and character and appearance of the conservation 

area. 

4.13 The conservation area comprises the medieval structure and pattern of the town, and extends to include 

the post-medieval and 18th Century form at its western end, around St Thomas’s Street and Priestlands 

Place. The Conservation Area Appraisal explains that the historic form and development of the town 

remains legible despite more recent alteration and development. The second half of the 20th Century 

saw immense change and extension in the wider town, which lies outside the conservation area and 

the visual change from the historic town to the post war expansion remains evident. 

4.14 The Conservation Area Appraisal identifies zones within the conservation area which aid its analysis 

and character. The appeal site is located adjacent to the ‘Western Zone’, which comprises Queen Street 

and Priestlands Place, the 1990s development at Bucklers Mews and Bucklers Court, Highfield and the 

buildings to the north, the terrace of 18th Century buildings fronting the west of Southampton Road, and 

part of Belmore Lane. The zone comprises significant areas of housing redevelopment. Plate 8  

indicates an example of recent redevelopment, to the north side of Priestlands. The image also captures 

the differing architectural styles, detailing and dating within the Western Zone, which is indicative of the 

variety of built form in this part of the conservation area. 

 

Plate 8 - View westward along Priestlands Place within the ‘Western Zone’ of the Lymington Conservation Area, 
towards Highfield, 2019  
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4.15 Overall, the key components which inform the character, appearance and significance of the 

conservation area can be said to be focused upon the High Street and the features which derive form 

the earliest development of the town through the medieval period and up to the mid 20th Century. The 

similarity of scale and phasing of buildings along the High Street and the immediate roads off it provides 

a uniformity and legibility which can still be appreciated. The variety of building styles and types across 

the conservation area however, can be understood and provides a largely harmonious appearance 

throughout. 

4.16 Views into and out from the conservation area at its south-west are not noted as key or important views 

within the Conservation Area Appraisal, and it is not considered that the appeal site contributes to any 

key views which characterise the conservation area. 

4.17 The character and appearance of the Western Zone is assessed as one of primarily residential, 

comprising the terrace of planned development along Southampton Road, the relatively large scale of 

the designed buildings at Highfield, the shorter terrace to the east of Stanford Hill north of Priestlands 

Place, and the northern side of Priestlands Place.  

4.18 Bucklers Court, built in 1993, forms the boundary of the conservation area at its south-west limits. This 

development replaced three earlier structures, including a Malthouse, builder’s yard and dwelling. The 

extent of these earlier buildings and their grounds is likely to have determined the extent of the southern 

boundary of the conservation area. Bucklers Court differs significantly from much of the Western Zone 

and wider conservation area in terms of dating, scale and purpose, providing retirement accommodation 

in a purpose-built block. This block provides a physical separation of built form between the appeal site 

and the historic form of development within the conservation area. 

4.19 The appeal site, outside the conservation area, does not conform to the character or appearance of the 

wider conservation area, being of a differing construction date, scale and residential character. The 

appeal site does not contribute to the historic interest of the conservation area and possesses a distinct 

character from the built form to the north. Whilst it lies within its setting, its contribution to the significance 

of the conservation area is considered to be neutral.  
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5.0   Issues Arising 

5.1 As explained above, the planning application was refused by the Council for six reasons, one of which 

relates to heritage matters. The Council alleges that the proposal will cause harm to the identified 

designated heritage assets and that the benefits of the proposal do not outweigh that harm, thereby 

failing the test set out in paragraph 196 of the NPPF. However, in order to undertake the balancing 

assessment of para.196 it is necessary to understand whether the proposals will cause any harm to 

significance and if so, the level of such harm. Given the nature of significance, the nature of any harm 

cannot be binary, it can only be a spectrum, the understanding of which is crucial for a valid application 

of para.196. 

 

Nos 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6 Highfield 

5.2 These listed buildings derive their significance primarily from their fabric and appearance, however their 

location on the approach northwards and entrance point to the historic town form is still appreciable, 

although significantly eroded by the post war expansion of the town. Stanford Hill and the green 

landscaping to the south of Highfield (including the open space to the immediate south) largely contains 

the setting to these buildings, but the contribution that the setting makes to their significance varies 

considerably, with it being greatest in close proximity, with the modern housing out of site to the 

approaching viewer. 

  

5.3 The buildings to the east of Stanford Hill are generally set back from the highway behind a varying 

density of established vegetation. Plates 9 and 10 illustrate the view northward along Stanford Hill. To 

the north of the appeal site, the buildings have a closer relationship with the highway, will less vegetation 

and closer proximity to the pavement.  
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Plate 9: View northwards towards Highfield from outside Silver Birches, Stanford Hill, 2019. 

 

 
Plate 10: View northwards towards Highfield and the Site from outside Granneys, Stanford Hill, 2018. © Google Earth  
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5.4 The setting and views of the listed buildings at Highfield only become appreciable in the southerly 

approach when one reaches the road side in front of the appeal site. As such, the development of the 

appeal site is not seen in the context of views of the listed buildings from the south. 

  

5.5 The former open landscape south of Highfield, which was historically appreciable on the approach 

towards the listed buildings form the south, has been largely eroded through the 20th century 

development and urbanisation of the landscape between Lymington and the formerly detached 

settlement at Pennington. The open views southwards from the listed buildings have therefore been 

largely changed. The contribution made to the significance of the listed buildings by the open 

undeveloped area to the south of Highfield is now limited to the relatively small area of open space west 

of Stanford Hill, the land to the east now developed. As such, whilst the proposed development will 

result in a visual change when seen from Highfield (limited and glimpsed in part due to the intervening 

green landscaping and Stanford Hill), it would not alter the affect the contribution that the setting makes 

to the significance of the listed buildings. 

 

5.6 The proposed building, like those presently existing, will be set back from the site frontage with Stanford 

Hill, partly screened by vegetation at the front of the site. The western part of the site will be used to 

accommodate access and vehicular parking, in a similar way to the present detached residences. In 

reinforcing the landscaping along the western boundary of the site and setting the built development 

back from Stanford Hill, the development avoids the potential effect of creating a dominant scale of built 

form. 

 

5.7 The use of sympathetic materials and finishing to the proposed building will reinforce the character of 

the neighbouring development to the north, thus further reducing the potential visual changes and 

further seeking to provide consistency with Bucklers Court to the immediate north. 

 

5.8 The appeal proposal will result in no harm to the setting and significance of these listed buildings.  

 

Lymington Conservation Area 

5.9 The Lymington Conservation Area is based upon the medieval and post-medieval to 19th Century core 

of the town, for which it is characterised by and derives its significance. The appeal site itself is not 
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located within the conservation area. The appeal site comprises a built form and layout which is derived 

from 20th Century development, which is distinct from the character and appearance of the majority of 

the conservation area.  

 

5.10 The appeal site borders the ‘Western Zone’ of the conservation area which is characterised by a variety 

of building form, scale, detailing and dating. The proposed development will provide a continuity of this 

varied form, and in acknowledging the appearance of Bucklers Court to the north and the properties to 

the south, the proposed building will provide a suitable transition from the tighter knit development in 

the conservation area to the looser pattern to the south.  

 

5.11 Views into and out of the conservation area would be altered to a minor degree, localised to Stanford 

Hill, Highfield, and from within the Bucklers Court/Bucklers Mews development to a lesser degree. In 

none of these views does the appeal site make a contribution to the significance of the conservation 

area. The development will result in limited visual changes that do not affect the significance of the 

conservation area.  

 

5.12 Development of the site will result in a visual change and change to the character to the land within the 

site itself, which lies outside the conservation area. However, this will not adversely impact the character 

of the conservation area.  

 

5.13 The proposed building will align along a similar building line as its existing neighbours to maintain the 

existing building line. Its height and density seek to create a gradual change in scale from Bucklers 

Court to the north, to the smaller scale 20th Century development to the south and south-east, notably 

Concorde, the detached building to the south of the site.  

 

5.14 Reinforced landscaping will also maintain the vegetated frontage to Stanford Hill. The proposed palette 

of materials to be used within the development site would complement the character of the surrounding 

area and complement existing view towards the appeal site from within the conservation area. 

 

5.15 It is not considered that the proposed development would result in any adverse impact to the 

significance of the conservation area. It is considered that the proposal would provide a well-designed 
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and architecturally interesting, fit for purpose building, providing much needed accommodation for older 

people close to the town centre of Lymington, which responds to the character its neighbours and wider 

context and will make a positive contribution to the streetscene. 

 

Summary 

5.16 The appeal proposal has been designed in order to avoid any harm to the significance of the identified 

heritage assets. The appeal site lies within the setting of these assets but makes no material contribution 

towards the significance of these assets.   

 

5.17 No harm will be caused to the significance of the heritage assets as claimed by the LPA. However, if 

the Inspector forms the opinion that there will be a degree of harm, the level of harm that could be 

caused cannot on any reasonable basis, be anything other than a low level of harm, towards the bottom 

of the spectrum of less than substantial harm. 
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6.0 Summary and Conclusion 

6.1 Savills Heritage and Townscape has been commissioned by Renaissance Retirement to provide expert 

heritage planning advice on proposals for the development of the appeal site, as explained above.  

6.2 The appeal application was accompanied by a full Heritage Statement which, following an appropriate 

level of research and site evaluation, identified the significance of all relevant heritage assets and how 

the site contributes, if anything, to that significance through being within their setting, and it assessed 

the impact of the proposals upon that identified significance.  

6.3 Following an assessment of the Hampshire HER and other heritage datasets, the designated and non-

designated heritage assets in the vicinity identified as being sensitive to the proposed development 

compromise the three Grade II Listed buildings at Highfield, located c.75m north-west of the site, and 

the Lymington Conservation Area, which the appeal site is adjacent to. These are all designated 

heritage assets as defined by the NPPF. 

6.4 It was established that the appeal site does not contribute to the significance of any of the three Listed 

buildings at Highfield due to the 20th century development and expansion of Lymington to the west and 

south-west, and the existing built form. The proposed development, which has been designed to 

respond to the surrounding built form and character, will have an effect of minor visual change, however 

it is not considered that this will adversely impact the significance of the Listed buildings.  

6.5 The character of the appeal site differs to the existing features in the ‘Western Zone’ section of the 

Lymington Conservation Area, being detached in nature, 20th Century in appearance having a legible 

and distinct character in comparison to the buildings to the north. The appeal site is visually and 

physically separated from the historic form of the town by the retirement development at Bucklers Court, 

although that developments lies within the designated boundary. The appeal site makes no contribution 

to the significance of the conservation area.  

6.6 The proposed development, seeking to provide a gradual transition in scale from the south into the 

conservation area, and being set back from Stanford Hill, with enhanced landscaping at its western 

extent, would have no adverse impact upon the significance of the Lymington Conservation Area, and 
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seeks to make a positive contribution to the local area by way of being well-designed and architecturally 

interesting, in accordance with national planning policy. 

6.7 The thorough assessment of the proposals concluded that the appeal proposal will result in no harm to 

the significance of the identified heritage assets. In contrast, the Council partly refused the appeal 

application on the grounds of harm to the historic environment, but in reaching that decision, it failed to 

identify the significance of the assets in a manner commensurate with Historic England advice and then 

judged there to be harm without having regard to the policies contained within the NPPF. Furthermore, 

it incorrectly applied the duties contained within the Act, which are not tests, but requirements for the 

decision maker to undertake which considering the acceptability of a planning application. 

6.8 As the proposal will cause no harm to the significance of any identified designated heritage assets, in 

so far as heritage matters are concerned, paragraph 11 of the NPPF and the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development are engaged, meaning that the appeal should be allowed and planning 

permission granted. In the event that the Inspector considers that the scheme will cause a degree of 

harm to designated heritage assets, it is very difficult to see how this level of harm can be anything 

greater than very minor, at the bottom end of the less-than-substantial spectrum of harm. In which case, 

paragraph 196 of the NPPF is engaged and the level of harm will need to be weighed against the public 

benefits of the scheme (as set out in the Planning Appeal Statement). On the basis of the considerable 

public benefits that will result from the proposal, the harm is very likely to be outweighed by these 

benefits, and therefore the presumption in favour of this sustainable form of development is re-

engaged.3 

.  

  
  

                                                        
3 Forest of Dean DC v SofS [2016] EWHC 421 (Admin)(CD.6.2) 
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Appendix 1 – Map of heritage assets within the locality 
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